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Preface

About This Book

This textbook grew out of a collection of lecture notes that I wrote for various algorithms classes at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, which I have been teaching about once a year since January 1999. Spurred by changes of our undergraduate theory curriculum, I undertook a major revision of my notes in 2016; this book consists of a subset of my revised notes on the most fundamental course material, mostly reflecting the algorithmic content of our new required junior-level theory course.

Prerequisites

The algorithms classes I teach at Illinois have two significant prerequisites: a course on discrete mathematics and a course on fundamental data structures. Consequently, this textbook is probably not suitable for most students as a first
course in data structures and algorithms. In particular, I assume at least passing
familiarity with the following specific topics:

- **Discrete mathematics:** High-school algebra, logarithm identities, naive
  set theory, Boolean algebra, first-order predicate logic, sets, functions,
  equivalences, partial orders, modular arithmetic, recursive definitions, trees
  (as abstract objects, not data structures), graphs (vertices and edges, not
  function plots).

- **Proof techniques:** direct, indirect, contradiction, exhaustive case analysis,
  and induction (especially “strong” and “structural” induction). Chapter 0
  uses induction, and whenever Chapter $n-1$ uses induction, so does Chapter $n$.

- **Iterative programming concepts:** variables, conditionals, loops, records,
  indirection (addresses/pointers/references), subroutines, recursion. I do not
  assume fluency in any particular programming language, but I do assume
  experience with at least one language that supports both indirection and
  recursion.

- **Fundamental abstract data types:** scalars, sequences, vectors, sets, stacks,
  queues, maps/dictionaries, ordered maps/dictionaries, priority queues.

- **Fundamental data structures:** arrays, linked lists (single and double,
  linear and circular), binary search trees, at least one form of balanced
  binary search tree (such as AVL trees, red-black trees, treaps, skip lists, or splay
  trees), hash tables, binary heaps, and most importantly, the difference
  between this list and the previous list.

- **Fundamental computational problems:** elementary arithmetic, sorting,
  searching, enumeration, tree traversal (preorder, inorder, postorder, level-
  order, and so on).

- **Fundamental algorithms:** elementary algorism, sequential search, binary
  search, sorting (selection, insertion, merge, heap, quick, radix, and so
  on), breadth- and depth-first search in (at least binary) trees, and most
  importantly, the difference between this list and the previous list.

- **Elementary algorithm analysis:** Asymptotic notation ($o$, $O$, $\Theta$, $\Omega$, $\omega$),
  translating loops into sums and recursive calls into recurrences, evaluating
  simple sums and recurrences.

- **Mathematical maturity:** facility with abstraction, formal (especially recur-
  sive) definitions, and (especially inductive) proofs; writing and following
  mathematical arguments; recognizing and avoiding syntactic, semantic,
  and/or logical nonsense.

The book briefly covers some of this prerequisite material when it arises in
context, but more as a reminder than a good introduction. For a more thorough
overview, I strongly recommend the following freely available references:


**Additional References**

Please do not restrict yourself to this or any other single reference. Authors and readers bring their own perspectives to any intellectual material; no instructor “clicks” with every student, or even with every very strong student. Finding the author that most effectively gets their intuition into your head takes some effort, but that effort pays off handsomely in the long run.

The following references have been particularly valuable sources of intuition, examples, exercises, and inspiration; this is not meant to be a complete list.

- Alfred V. Aho, John E. Hopcroft, and Jeffrey D. Ullman. *The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms*. Addison-Wesley, 1974. (I used this textbook as an undergraduate at Rice and again as a masters student at UC Irvine.)

- Boaz Barak. *Introduction to Theoretical Computer Science*. Textbook draft, most recently revised June 2019. (Not your grandfather’s theoretical CS textbook, and so much the better for it; the fact that it’s free is a delightful bonus.)


• Jon Kleinberg and Éva Tardos. *Algorithm Design*. Addison-Wesley, 2005. Borrow it from the library if you can.
• Donald Knuth. *The Art of Computer Programming*, volumes 1–4A. Addison-Wesley, 1997 and 2011. (My parents gave me the first three volumes for Christmas when I was 14. Alas, I didn’t actually read them until much later.)
• Udi Manber. *Introduction to Algorithms: A Creative Approach*. Addison-Wesley, 1989. (I used this textbook as a teaching assistant at Berkeley.)
• Class notes from my own algorithms classes at Berkeley, especially those taught by Dick Karp and Raimund Seidel.
• Lecture notes, slides, homeworks, exams, video lectures, research papers, blog posts, StackExchange questions and answers, podcasts, and full-ﬂedged MOOCs made freely available on the web by innumerable colleagues around the world.

**About the Exercises**

Each chapter ends with several exercises, most of which I have used at least once in a homework assignment, discussion/lab section, or exam. The exercises are not ordered by increasing difficulty, but (generally) clustered by common techniques or themes. Some problems are annotated with symbols as follows:

• Red hearts indicate particularly challenging problems; many of these have appeared on qualifying exams for PhD students at Illinois. A small number of really hard problems are marked with large hearts.
• Blue diamonds indicate problems that require familiarity with material from later chapters, but thematically belong where they are. Problems that require familiarity with earlier material are not marked, however; the book, like life, is cumulative.
• Green clubs indicate problems that require familiarity with material outside the scope of this book, such as finite-state machines, linear algebra, probability, or planar graphs. These are rare.
• Black spades indicate problems that require a signiﬁcant amount of grunt work and/or coding. These are rare.
• Orange stars indicate that you are eating Lucky Charms that were manufactured before 1998. Ew.

These exercises are designed as opportunities to practice, not as targets for their own sake. The goal of each problem is not to solve that specific problem, but to exercise a certain set of skills, or to practice solving a certain type of problem. Partly for this reason, I don’t provide solutions to the exercises; the solutions are not the point. In particular, there is no “instructor’s manual”; if you can’t solve a problem yourself, you probably shouldn’t assign it to your students. That said, you can probably find solutions to whatever homework problems I’ve assigned this semester on the web page of whatever course I’m teaching. And nothing is stopping you from writing an instructor’s manual!

Steal This Book!

This book is published under a Creative Commons Licence that allows you to use, redistribute, adapt, and remix its contents without my permission, as long as you point back to the original source. A complete electronic version of this book is freely available at any of the following locations:

• The book web site: http://jeffe.cs.illinois.edu/teaching/algorithms/
• The mnemonic shortcut: http://algorithms.wtf
• The bug-report site: https://github.com/jefferickson/algorithms
• The Internet Archive: https://archive.org/details/Algorithms-Jeff-Erickson

The book web site also contains several hundred pages of additional lecture notes on related and more advanced material, as well as a near-complete archive of past homeworks, exams, discussion/lab problems, and other teaching resources. Whenever I teach an algorithms class, I revise, update, and sometimes cull my teaching materials, so you may find more recent revisions on the web page of whatever course I am currently teaching.

Whether you are a student or an instructor, you are more than welcome to use any subset of this textbook or my other lecture notes in your own classes, without asking my permission—that’s why I put them on the web! However, please also cite this book, either by name or with a link back to http://algorithms.wtf; this is especially important if you are a student, and you use my course materials to help with your homework. (Please also check with your instructor.)

However, if you are an instructor, I strongly encourage you to supplement these with additional material that you write yourself. Writing the material yourself will strengthen your mastery and in-class presentation of the material, which will in turn improve your students’ mastery of the material. It will also get you past the frustration of dealing with the parts of this book that you don’t like. All textbooks are crap imperfect, and this one is no exception.
Finally, please make whatever you write freely, easily, and globally available on the open web—not hidden behind the gates of a learning management system or some other type of paywall—so that students and instructors elsewhere can benefit from your unique insights. In particular, if you develop useful resources that directly complement this textbook, such as slides, videos, or solution manuals, please let me know so that I can add links to your resources from the book website.
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Caveat Lector!

Of course, none of those people should be blamed for any flaws in the resulting book. Despite many rounds of revision and editing, this book contains several mistakes, bugs, gaffes, omissions, snafus, kludges, typos, mathos, grammaros, thinkos, brain farts, poor design decisions, historical inaccuracies, anachronisms, inconsistencies, exaggerations, dithering, blather, distortions, oversimplifications, redundancy, logorrhea, nonsense, garbage, cruf, junk, and outright lies, all of which are entirely Steve Skiena’s fault.

I maintain an issue tracker at https://github.com/jeffgerickson/algorithms, where readers like you can submit bug reports, feature requests, and general feedback on the book. Please let me know if you find an error of any kind, whether mathematical, grammatical, historical, typographical, cultural, or otherwise, whether in the main text, in the exercises, or in my other course materials. (Steve is unlikely to care.) Of course, all other feedback is also welcome!

Enjoy!

— Jeff

It is traditional for the author to magnanimously accept the blame for whatever deficiencies remain. I don’t. Any errors, deficiencies, or problems in this book are somebody else’s fault, but I would appreciate knowing about them so as to determine who is to blame.


No doubt this statement will be followed by an annotated list of all textbooks, and why each one is crap.

— Adam Contini, MetaFilter, January 4, 2010
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